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Note: To order or register any games in this catalog use ORDRFRM.WRI  or ORDRFRM.TXT
forms.

Welcome to Windows Arcade Series 3 Games
● 40 % Wider Screens, Dual Scoring Displays,
●    Easy Fast Main Menu Selection 
●   Wave Sounds Effects including Voice
●    Female Announcements on Exit, GameOver, Play, Stop, and Introduction Screen(only on some games)
● More 3D and colorful graphics with background and better animation 
● Better scoring view that you can and scores with a challenge.
● Dual scoring displays 
● Higher scoring 0 to 32,700+  if you don't miss?
● More time available about 3.50 an up to 9:99 minutes.
● Full Wave System Sound Effects  
● Introduction Screen  
● Automatic Pop Up Game Over Display

Wave System Sound Special Edition

Note:  Ws  games use multi wave sounds, voice and have a real human female Exit
announcer who will address you! Also voices on Play, Stop, Exit, and GameOver.
over too.  This wave system sound doesn't require you to have  Enable Sound System
checked off in your Control Panel under Sounds. As long as you follow the Wave Sound
installation located in either AUTHOR.WRI or AUTHOR.TXT  file.

Tank Tracker™ v1.0                Ws

This is an Arcade Tank Simulator with real actual tank movement, explosions sounds.
You view the enemy targets in a 3D 3 sided display windows while you see your
tank controls in a 3D view in front of you. Colorful explosions, 3D mini tanks in more 
targets to shot at in this game. 3D background outside your tank viewing area of
a mountains, sunset and clouds.  Your mouse will become a tank target sight aimier
cannon and will give off real tank fire sound when you click now on your mouse.

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: 9/23/93



U.F.O Tracker™ v1.0         Ws

This is an  Arcade SpaceCraft Simulator using real human voice as a computer saying
Red Alert and tracking U.F.O's. Sound effects of moving U.F.Os coming at your
SpaceCraft. Your at the edge of space obiting the moon while on patrol you see
many U.F.Os coming at you. You view the U.F.Os in a 3D 3 sided display windows
while you see your SpaceCraft controls in a 3D view in front of you. 

This is a bit different  than Tank Tracker, when in this game the dual scoring in right inside
your 3D control  panel. Your mouse will become your laser or photon target sight aimer cannon
Fire your weapons on the incoming 3D U.F.O targets with your real laser or photon blaster sound.
Eye-catching special effects, 3D Earth in the background, and full scale moon below you
while you play this sim.

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: Planned Release Date: Late November '93

WinShooter™ v2.0  Ws

  A fun game where base on the old circus or carnival shooting gallery games.
Where you mouse will act and sound like a real gun pistol. Real actual 
Western Gun Sound effects. New improve 3D shooting gallery screen with
3D stand-out brick wall and playing frame area with clouds, sunset and signs!

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: Planned Release Date: November '93



Brats™ v2.0  Ws

A fun game for the kids and for all ages! Brats are many crying babies that 
just won't stop crying! You are armed with the most powerful baby milk bottle
formula on this planet! Please you got to stop these Brats from crying I can't
take it any longer!!!!!!!!!!!   HELP! Simulated baby Brats room  w/ 3D Graphics etc...
Improve graphics, much more baby Brats to feed in this new updated version.
This Game plays just like WinShooter and in Brats you'll have a whole room
filled with standing crying baby Brats to feed! 

This game also simulates the baby Brats Mother talking in the background!
Meet the Parents of the Brats with the family Photo on the room wall!
Now hear the Brats Crying for real!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Status: Now Available!
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: Planned Releasing Date Late October '93

Ghost Cemetery™ v1.0

Ghost Cemetery puts you right into the church graveyard. Here you'll see
the 3D 3-Sided Church with fenced in graveyard. When the game starts you'll
begin seeing moving 3D tomb stones that read Rest In Peace. 

Your mouse will turn into  Little Joe who will be carrying his flashlight in his
right hand.  As you click down on your mouse button you'll be able to make
Little Joe walk  and flash his flashlight at the tomb stones.

WATCH OUT YOU MIGHT WAIT UP THE SLEEPING GHOST???

Status: Available!  
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: 10/13/93



Smilee™ v2.0  Ws

A fun game for the kids at heart!  Simlee is now a sad yellow face person  who hasn't 
smiled in along time! Your goal is to make sad Smilee smile again! Here you armed with 
a smile maker which you'll zap on sad Smilee face.  Improve graphics and more sad faces.
When you start this game the opening screen will annouce you a friendly female voice.
Full wave effects sounds are included!
  
Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: Oct '93

TimeBomb™ v3.0   Ws

TimeBomb are moving big black bomb ready to be exploded, you are arm 
with a big detonator plunger which your mouse will become. Just click down
on your mouse and  you can see the detonator plunger drop down and
spark-off in the center. New improve graphics, more 3D and more
moving black bombs to destroy in this fun game.

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version:9/30/93



SpaceBombs™ v1.0

SpaceBombs is just like U.F.O Tracker, except you are in deep space
between the earth and the moon. Your mission is to stop the on-coming
SpaceRocks which are really high explosive SpaceBombs. Your mouse
will turn into a spacecraft and when you click on your mouse button
you'll be able to fire you laser blaster. Full 3D graphics of the earth, quarter
moon, explosions and etc..

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version:  Yes!
ShareWare Version:10/01/93 

TimeBomb City™ v1.0

It's the future, where large Corporations rule large city streets. A that a terrorist
group league as invaded our city and has taken over our best skyscapers towers.
Your orders are to bomb those towers where the terrorist have taken from the city.
Well turn your mouse into the most destructive time bomb ever made on this earth. 
Triple Simulated 3D  Graphics, City, Skyscapers, damage, full cursor  & animation
Graphics etc..

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Coming Soon!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet

Crime Alley™ v1.0

An exciting game which involves cleaning up the street of crime gang members 
with bats in there hands.  But your the super neighborhood protector with your 
powerful bat which by-the-way you swing at each gang member and 
watch them fall to their knees. Simulated Crime Street Alley background w/ 3D 
Graphics, etc....

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Coming Soon!
ShareWare Version: Released 8/93



Thy Knight™ v1.0

Thy Knight is a Medieval game with 3D deep-graphics of a castle hall.
Here you'll have to slay the evil Black Knight in his Castle. You'll see a big
brown door down the end of the hall that will open when the  game starts. 
Your mouse will be transformed into both sword and shield. When you click 
on your mouse to slay the Black Knight your shield will disappear and your 
sword will swip down at the Black Knight.

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Coming Soon!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet

ShotGun™ v1.0

Welcome to ShotGun Town, where you are in the Saloon and your called
out into a gun fight. This game puts you right inside the town and you'll
see General Store,  ShotGun Saloon & Hotel plus water barrels etc.
Your mouse will become a true blue pistol gun like above and it wll shot
bulets when you click on your mouse button. This game uses larger
graphics and the bad guys are much larger than. Meet No Face Jake, the 
meanest nastness old cow cheater there is! He is dress in black and wears
a very big black 10 gallon cowboy hat that covers his face, plus he also 
wears a red mask.

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Coming Soon!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet

3D Cube BlockBuster™ v1.5

A fun and colorful 3D Cube game, which is base on busting up cubes
using your powerful mallet. With every strike you make you get the 
animation of both the mallet and the cube busting up the cube. 
Improve Graphics, better looking 3D 3-Side Cube block, more
cubes to bustup.

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Coming Soon!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet

FlipAces™ v1.5

A fun game for all ages! Just flip the deck of special aces 
cards over using  your ace power fliping wand. Improve graphics
much larger playing cards, and more cards to play with in this
updated version. 

Status: Now Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Coming Soon!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet



New Titles Coming Soon!

Machine Gun Alley™ v1.0      Ws
Status: Not Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet

JetAir Tracker™ v1.0          Ws
Status: Not Available!
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet

Sub Tracker™ v1.0            Ws
Status: Due Out  December '93 ?
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet

Pirate Ship Tracker™ v1.0  Ws
Status: Not Available !
Wave System Sound Version: Yes!
ShareWare Version: Not Released Yet

Thanks for again for your Support!
Enjoy playing the games!! :o)                             Arcade Games Catalog™
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